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Miss Longwood Contestants Named

By CHERYL WILCOX

Left to right: Joanne Mosca, Melanie Ann Moss, Tamara Dawn Nash, Maryann Sblrvell, Diane
Frances Smith, Leigh Ann Gocldln, Rebecca Leigh Johnson, Marsha Ann Booth, Katherine Farron
Clementson, Debra Marie Colbert and Ann Elizabeth Harwood.
-Photo by Nell Sawyer

The 1981 Miss Longwood
. Pageant is coming Saturday
night March 7 at 8:00 to Jarman
Auditorium.
Chris Conners of Winchester
will be the master of ceremonies
for this year's eleven
contestant pageant.
Joanne Mosca will represent
Sigma Alpha Iota Music
Fraternity in the pageant.
Joanne is a junior from
Bethpage, New York majoring in
Music Education. Alpha Sigma
Tau Sorority will be represented
by Melanie Moss from Virginia
~ach. Melanie is also a junior
and majoring in Business
. Education. Tamara Nash, a
· sophomore from Appomattox will
be representing the Baptist
Student Union. Tamara is an
' English major. Maryann Shirvell
from Cutchogue, New York is
representing
Delta
Zeta
Sorority.. Maryann is a junior
Speech Pathology and Audiology
major. Dianne Smith, a
freshman, will be representing
North Cunningham dorm. Dianne
is a Business Administration
major from Vienna.
Leigh Ann Goddin, from
Unionville, is being.sponsored by
Alpha Delta Pi Sorority. Leigh
Ann is a freshman Home

Economics major. A sophomore,
Rebecca Johnson will be
representing Alpha Sigma Alpha
Sorority. Rebecca, a Phychology
maior,
is _
from
Mechanicsville. Marsha Booth
from Norfolk is being sponsored
by Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity.
Marsha is a junior majoring in
History and Government. Kate
Clementson and Debra Colbert
are both representing Kappa
Delta Sorority. Kate, a •
sophomore from Richmond is a
Pre Nursing Major. Debra is a
Business Administration major
from Chesterfield. Ann Elizabeth
Harwood will represent the
Concert Choir. Ann is a freshman
from McLean, Va.
This year's field of contestants
exhibit many diversified talents,
but in addition there will be some
special entertainers. These
entertainers range from Elvis
Presley, to some Boogie Woogie
Bugle Boys and some swift soft
shoes.
Tickets for the pageant will be
on sale in the new smoker and at
the door for $2. Programs and
refreshments will be sold at the
pageant.
The theme for this year's
pa~eant is " Stromni Down
Memory Lane" so be there to see
~:-,.. strolls down the runway as
Miss ~ -0ngwood 1981 !

. Builder Responsible For Erosion
jeopardy of falling off the eroding
Are the tennis courts on the bank?
north end of Lancer Hall in
According to Roy Hill Jr.,
By MARK KARL SEGAL

director of the Physical Plant and
Ike Finney, Resident Inspector,
they will emphatically issue
"No" as their answer.
Finney explained that the
erosion on the north bank of the
tennis courts is caused from the
late winter rains in conjwiction
with a previously dry summer.
These make it difficult for the
grass to grow on the hill. It takes
at least two years to develop a
solid root system to hold the earth
down.
Finney and Hill both agree that
the problem can be solved by
sodding the hill. "The seed wasn't
put down until late in October,"
said Hill. This is too late for the
seed to germinate effectively to
handle winter precipitation.
Romeo Guest was contracted to
build the Health and Physical

Education complex. Guest is stated by the architect in the
liable for this hill witil the building specifications. Guest
problem of erosion has sub-contracted Gilmore Plant
stopped. This is specifically
(Continued on Page 8)
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Chi Symposium
Stress, Suicide, and Sexuality
are the topics of this year's cm
Symposium, March 9, 10, and 11
in Jeffers Auditorium. The
symposium offers an opportunity
for students to hear about the·
three subjects that affect college
campuses. They will also be
given an opportunity to ask
questions of the speakers.
Dr. Jennings Cox, Director of
Counseling Services, will speak
on Stress, Monday, March 9, at 7
p.m Dr. Cox has held seminars
on the subject several times on
campus.
Tuesday, March 10, at 12:45
p.m., Dr. Mary Cristo, As-

sociate Professor of Sociology
and Anthropology, will speak on
Suicide. Dr. Cristo has done a lot
of research on adolescent suicide
and has been the feature of a
recent Richmond newspaper
article.
Dr. Joseph Horvat will close
the symposium when he speaks
on Sexuality, March 11 at 7 p.m.
Dr. Horvat is an Instructor of·
Psychology.
All three of the speakers this
year are members of the
Longwood faculty or staff.
The sessions are free and open
to the public. Come and bring a
friend to the cm Symposium.

ALUMNI SPEAK OUT ON JOB OPPORTUNITIES,
ACADEMIC PREPARATION, JOB SEARCH "TIPS"
DATE: Wednesday, March 11, 1981- TIME: 5:30 PM- PLACE: Virginia Room (Dinner Meeting)
SPEA~ERS
Kim Cove '80

Ken N e 1mo 79

Clo1ms A pprover

Doto Bo•• Spe-c,oltst
Computer-Aided Consultants

Equitable Life Auuronce Society

Richmond . Vo.
Mo/or; English

Alex andria Vo
Mo1or : Physu: s

David Douuin '80

Com Oglesby '78
Student

Merhcond 1s,ng Coord1no1or

Craddock-Terry Shoe Corp,
Lynchburg, '/ o.
M a1or Busmess Adm1mstrot1or

Sherr. Barnard Thomas '78
Adm1nistrohve Assislont
Tho lh1mer~

Richmond , Vo,
M01or Physi c.al Educot1on

T.C .Wilhoms School Of low
Richmond Vo
Mo1or. Soe1ol Work

CALL 392-9254 FOR RESERVATIONS OR SIGN UP OUTSIDE THE DINING HALL.
OFFICE OR CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT.

Helms Discusses Political Scene

, By CHERYL Wll£0X
understand Virginia politics you newcomer to the Virginia I
" Government controls the must know who controls the state litical scene as they both he
people, but only the people can system. In the upcoming 1981 major state offices at the prese
control government," Dr. James election, the political power in the time. Helms pointed out that
Helms,
a
professor
of state for the-next ten or tw~1ve should be an interesth
Government and History, made years is on the line, according to campaign with "Coleman takil
a stand on the major issues ru
this point in a lecture on the Dr. Helms.
The men that will run in the Robb trying to avoid the issues
"Virginia Political Scene" at the
In the race for the Lieutena
Wesley
Foundation
last next election for our three highest
individual tests which can be Wednesday night.
state offices was also a topic of Governorship, there is a wid.
grouped in two categories:
Dr. Helms explained that to Dr. Helms' lecture. The field of candidates, said Helm
Professional and General
candidates in the upcoming "At the present time there a
education. The Professional
gubernatorial election will be three men interested in ti
examination, which is given first,
Marshall Coleman and Chuck Republican nomination: G1
tests the student's knowledge of
Robb. Neither man is a
(Continued on Page 8)
social and cultural forces
influencing
the
teaching
Persons working at Longwood College are invited to view
curriculum, as well as learning
The Virginia Museum Artmobile Exhibition "Secrets" at a
the instructional principles. The
special lunch hour opening on Monday, March 9 in the Farmville
other three tests given during the
Longwood College hosted its
Shopping Center. For that day the Artmobile will be open to the
Common Examinations fall
debate
public from 12 to 1: 30.
under the category of General fourteenth annual
on Saturday,
All are invited to bring a bag lunch, view the exhibition and
education. These tests are: tournament
Written English Expression; February 28, 1981. Over fortyeat in the basement of The First Baptist Church, adjacent t~ the
Social Studies, Literature, and eight teams from eighteen high
~ob~e'slocation. The church will be open from 12 to 2, filled
the Fine Arts; and Science and schools attended and competed in
with Spnng plants for the occasion, and coffee will be served at
switchman, varsity, and novice
no charge.
·
Mathematics.
Area examinations, each of division.
The Artmobile's visit is sponsored by the Central Virginia
Emerging as the first place
Chapter of the Virginia Museum.
which requires a period of two
hours, are offered in twenty-five winner overall was Albemarle
fields. This testing measures the High School. Finishing in second
student's comprehension of the place was Meadowbrook High
methods and content in the School. Third place was Prince
specific field in which he wishes Edward County High School; in
fourth was Trinity High School of
to become certified.
the Richmond Memorial Hospita
By TAMARA NASH
The results of the NTE will be Richmond. Fifth place was won
and the Crippled Children'
processed by the Educational by Turner Ashby High School,
Sophomore week is over but the Home and managed to share am
Testing Service and reported to near Harrisonburg and Prince the glow should go on and on. spread a lot of laughter. What a1
those who took the tests in a few Edward Academy. In sixth place Despite a slow start, the accomplishment!
weeks. Although the NTE is a was Miles Godwin High School of dedication of those willing to
Thursday night the Gold Roon
pre-requisite for those wishing to Richmond.
work managed to complete a was the setting for Sophomor,
The switchman division was most successful Sophomore Open Mike. Hosted by Ross anc
become certified to teach and
may cost those taking it 20-35 won by Meadowbrook High Week.
Chris Conner, the abundanct
dollars to register, it is still in the School with Prince Edward
The auction, although small, of sophomore talent wa:
~xperimental stages concerning County High School winning the raised a fair amount to go overwhelming. From country tt
its large scale use in Virginia. At varsity division. Albemarle High towards the Sophomore class easy-listening rock to the good olt
the present time, no minimum School was the novice division. treasury. A big thanks goes out to '40's, Sophomore Open Mike wa:
Over 175 students participated all those who donated items and full of entertainment and fun.
score for performance has been
established. This may not occur in this day long tournament. All those who attended the auction.
CHESS proved to be ar
for several more years. However , students in competition debated Dr. Bob Webber, as always, was excellent band selection fo1
the NTE may someday become on consumer safety. Forensic an excellent auctioneer.
Friday night's mixer. The crow,
an important means of and debate class members
For the benefit of the enjoyed the music, the compan:
evaluating the quality and running the tournament were: community, the Sophomore Road and the dancing and it proved ar
competence of all those seeking a Carolyn Mclver, •Teresa Moore, Show took their act to Holly ideal way to end an enjoyable
Diane Bottoms, Patia Trutt, Ka ri Manor. The audience was fully week.
professional teaching career.
McKinnon, Karen Nettemeyer, receptive and the actors did an
Ther e are many people whc
Alice Bartlett, Karen Eckstein, excellent job in spreading a little deserve a lot of credit for the
Llew
Childress,
Barbara sunshine in the name of the outstanding job done with
Mooney, and Melissa Sager. Mr. Sophomores.
Sophomore Week. All the
I. B. Dent was in charge of the
Traveling to Richmond on chairmen, actors, and talent are
tournament with Mrs. Nancy Wednesday, the Road Show what put this week together but
Anderson of the Speech and brought smiles to the faces of the all the support from the other
Drama Department, and Mrs. young as well as the old. The Longwood students is what held it
Jean Doss of the S-UN office.
Sophomores graced the halls of together. Thanks and good-job!
impressed with how smoothly
everything here was run. The
donors and volunteer workers
were great. I would especially
like to commend Geist on their
top-shape organization and
By JOE JOHNSON
Bedford Auditorium from 7:00 to ~use~ is, and the role it play:
planning. They worked hard to
Next fall the Art Department 8:45 every Tuesday evening. The m society. "A museum is morE
pull this drive off."
will be offering a one credit course will start October 13 and than a building that house:
In all, 336 units of blood were course in Art 401. The course is last until December 8, for a total
artwork, it serves othe1
collected over the two day event. entitled Great Art Musewns and of eight to nine meetings.
functions. Aesthetically anc
Winners in the Geist competition Their Collections and will cover
Dr. Flynn said that she will be architecturally the museum
were first place ($25.00)- the such museums as The Louvre using a combination of slides and
complements
its
outer
Junior class and second place (Paris), the Vatican (Rome), the lectures in her class presentation environment. It also inspires one
($15.00)-the Sophomore Class. Prado (Madi-id), and many other with a final examination given at
to study the artwork contained
The Chi banner and $10.00 prize famous musewns. ·
the last meeting. There are no inside. Dr. Flynn added " I am
will be awarded to the sorority or
Dr. Elisabeth L. Flynn, prerequisites for the course and hoping for a large turno~t - the
fraternity with the highest Associate Professor of Art • Dr. Flynn welcomes anyone,
faculty and I are very
participant percentage that will History, will be teaching this Longwood student or not.
enthusiastic about the new
be determined at a later date.
course which will be held in
The course will cover what a course."

NTE Given
By JACQULINE BURTON
The Standardued Achievement
Test (SAT) which all students
must take before being accepied
for admission by a college or
university is not the last of all
such examinations those seeking
teacher certification are to
encounter. In accordance with a
regulation passed by the Virginia
General Assembly and the Board
of Education, all prospective
teachers are now required to take
the
National
Teacher
Examinations (NTE) before
being eligible for initial teacher
certification. The new ruling
went into effect as of July 1, 1980.
On Saturday, February 21,
approximately 200 applicantsmostly senior education majorstook the NTE in Jeffers and
Bedford Auditoriwns. This was
the third test date offered since
the NTE became mandatory. The
NTE was previously taken only
on a voluntary basis in Virginia
or by those wishing to be able to
teach in other states requiring
the NTE. Longwood is one of the
nineteen testing centers for the
NTE around the state.
The purpose of the NTE, which
is conducted by the Educational
Testing Service (ETS) of
Princeton, New Jersey, is to
m ea sure
the
academic
achievement of senior education
majors and those who have
majored in other specific areas of
instr uction. The first part of the
testing is called the Common
Examinations. This part of the
examination lasts for a period of
three hours and fiftc:~n minutes,
a nd is composed of four

Albermarle
Wins
Tournament

Good Joh

Successful
Bloodmobile
The American Red Cross
Bloodmobile Drive that was held
F ebruary 25-26 in Lankford and
sponsored by Geist, Longwood's
leadership honorary, proved to
be a success. The quota of 250
units of blood was met and
exceeded by the efforts and
donations of Longwood and
Hampden-Sydney students,
faculty, staff, and Fa rmville area
residents.
Jenny Nash, coordinator of Red
Cross volunteers and operations
from the Roanoke Chapter of the
Ame rica n Red Cross, was
ecstatic with the Bloodmobile's
results. "We were ver y

New Art Course Offered

Sparse Crowd Enjoys
Silent Partner
By CONNIE FAU,ON
At the end of last Tuesday
night's Sowtd Gallery, activities
coordinator, I.B.
Dent,
admonished the sparse crowd to
go home and "kick your friends
in the ass" for missing an
excellent show. Indeed, I would
have kicked myself too, if I had
missed the super sowtd of Silent
Partner.
This original rock duo,
consisting of Kemp Jones and
Don Porterfield, surprised those
who attended last week's Sowtd
Gallery. One would question, how
much music can two guys make?
Well, after hearing Silent
Partner, the answer is a lot.
Jones and Porterfield have
been playing together since high
school and through the years they

Mixed-Up Friday

have mastered a good variety of
instruments. Kemp Jones plays
keyboards, guitar and harmonica
while Don Porterfield plays bass
guitar, lead guitar and
acoustic guitar and keyboards.
Together they produce a
beautiful rock sowid. With the
absence of a drummer,
Porterfield claims "an intuitive
feel" helps them keep the beat.
The duo opened their show with
a joke about Longwood liking
disco, then played a very early
rock twte by the Bee Gees. It was
entitled' 'Mr.Jones_.' 'Throughout,
they played many original songs
and also some well known songs
by such artists as the Beatles and
Neil Yowtg.
But these groups are not the
only influencing factors in the
music of Silent Partner. After the
show I managed to find out that
much influence has also come
from the music of Todd
Rundgren,
Genesis.
and

especially Genesis keyboard
player Peter Gabriel. This was
clearly evident in many songs,
like their one instrumental piece
called "Sometime." In this _piece
they achieved the effects of many
instruments such as a flute,
french horn and harpsichord, by
the use of a
Crumar
Orchestrator. They also used a
Moog synthesizer to create other
varied musical effects.
Aside from the playing of
instruments,
Jones
and
Porterfield are masters of voice.
Their harmonies were full and
rich, sung in clear tones much in
the style of Crosby, Stills, Nash,
and Young. In fact Silent
Partners
11endition
of
C.S.M.&Y.'s "Guenivere" proved
better than the original.
All in all, Silent Partner,
produced an evening of finely
crafted music, and those of us
that were there to enjoy it did just
that.
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Coffeehouse Presents

'' JIM AND BEJAE''
MARCH 7 & 8, 1981
8:00. PM - FREE

TheDuke"s
-Men of Yale
MARCH 7, 1981 AT 6:30 IN THE GOLD ROOM FREE
RETURNING FOR THEIR 3RD APPEARANCE AT LONGWOOD

By LISA BOWERS
The Sophomore Class ended
their week of activities in high
style with a mixer on Friday
night featuring "Chess". A fourmember band from Richmond,
"Chess" plays a variety of dance
music, such as beach, soul, top
forty, and rock.
The band played such twtes as
"Overnight Sensation," "Got My
Mind Made Up,'' "Celebration,''
"Tush," "Backstroke,'' " I'm
Easy,'' and a Motown medley
with " Sugar Pie Honey Bwtch,"
" I'll Be There,'' " Same Old
Song," and "Baby I Need Your
Loving."
Several variations on a night of
dancing included a "Backstroke"
dance exhibition by members of
the crowd, a duet featuring Lisa
Bowers on the song "Rewiited,''
and the song "Buttercup"
performed by Michelle Lewis,
Suzanne Frailie, Gretchen
Rowlan, and Kelly Jones.
This mixer, with its good music
and partying crowd, helped to
Warrington Colescott's etching entitled "I Feel
crown Sophomore week as a
success for all concerned.
Sick" from 1971.

· Back By
Popular Demand
By SHEll..A GOLLHARDT
This Thursday night Sound

Gallery kicks off the weekend
with the Legendary JON IMS.
Jon is from Denver, Colorado.
Some of you might remember
him from when he performed in
the Snack Bar. Some of his songs
were "Smoke Out the Memories," "Good Old What's Her
Name," "Tinkle, Tinkle Little
Star, How I Wonder Why We
Were," and, of course, "Uncle
Willard," and Longwood's
special line "When She Saw My
Tuna Coming, She Knew It Was
no Chicken of the Sea."
Of course, he does quieter
songs, too, and has lots of new
songs to share with our Longwood
audience. He writes most of his
own songs, keeping in mind the
Robert Indiana's silkscreen print entitled kind of people who will be hearing
"Black And White Love" from 1971.
them. The concert is at 8:30 p.m.
in the R-W-G rooms, March 5,
1981. L.C. $1 with ID and guests,
$1.50. He'll delight you with his
facial expressions and voice
tones.
· works lining each side of the
Racial Equality.
Another Indiana print oriented room. Various plants are well
toward a similar theme of racial placed throughout the gallery to
THE PERFORMING ART SERIES
brotherhood is Black and White make it even more aesthetically
PRESENTS:
appealing.
"The
result,''
said
Love. It is one of the largest
paintings of his entire body of Miss Bishop, "is the room and the
work and was dedicated to artwork enhancing each other
Martin Luther King, Jr., after his beautifully." She also said, "I am
assassination. Black and White delighted by the response that the
Love was shown publicly for the exhibit has received thus far."
first time in a Black benefit
exhibition at New York Museum
of Modern Art.
One of his simplest but perhaps
most beautiful themes is
JARMAN AUD.
represented in the work entitled
8:00 PM FREE
"Yield Brother." It is a series of
yield signs diametrically opposed
to each other with the middle line
extended to form the universal
peace symbol. A symbol, which
for many people represented the
entire
range
of
ideals
encompassed by the rebellious
'60's era.
Robert Indiana has lived in
New York since 1954 and is a
highly acclaimed "Pop" artist.
His tyle, a reflection of the
society in which he lives, is the
$1 •00 DONATION
neon polychormy of the "New
America."
Miss Bishop, Chairman of the
PROCEEDS GO TO
Art Department, hwtg the show
MUSCULAR
with the help of several art
DYSTROPHY
students. The gallery is semidivided by two movable
platforms with the different

Bedford Gallery Art Exhibit
By JOE JOHNSON
The works of Warrington
Colescott and Robert Indiana are
being displayed in the Bedford
Building Art Gallery from
February 20 until March 16. The
Virginia Museum of Art has
purchased the Colescott and
Indiana and is allowing college
galleries arowtd the state to
display them as part of its State
Services Traveling Exhibition.
Warrington Colescott has done
a series of ten color etchings
depicting scenes from Thomas
Mann's novel, "A ·Death in
Venice." Colescott's etchings
concentrate on the hero's stay
within the decadent society in a
Venetian hotel. As a visual
interpretation of the novel,
Colescott's etchings combine an
artistic attention to narrative and
atmosphere while continuously
illustrating the inner turmoil that
the hero is undergoing.
Each etching refers to a
specific passage in the Thomas
Mann novel, but can also stand on
its own as a work of art. The
etchings were executed in a vivid
contemporary style by using bold
strokes of color which helped
accentuate the characters and
places of the novel.
The scenes are self-contained
comments on the images they
represent and the mood chani~s

rapidly from happy to sinister.
Some of the more provocative
titles are "Pursuit,'' "Dark
Gondola,'' "A Frightful Dream,''
and "Death in Lido."
Colescott is an active
printmaker and educator. He
teaches at the University of
Wisconsin in Madison and is the
founder and director of Montezoa
Press. His work has been
exhibited at the British Print
Biennial in 1974, the Brooklyn
Museum 9th Biennial in the same
year and the Llbrary of Congress
24th national exhibition in 1975.
Robert Indiana is displaying
"Decade," a portfolio of ten
silkscreen prints of the most
important images he has created
during the years 1960-1969. These
images represent the artist's
major themes, one for each year
of the '60-'70 decade.
Many of the works have
histories behind them which
serve to remind one of the
turbulent decade and what it
stood for. Mississippi is one of his
eleven intended Confederacy
paintings. It represents a social
protest against the racial attitude
and injustices of the South, with
the words, "Just as in Anatomy
of Man, every nation must have
its hindparts" boldly printed on
it. Mississippi was the artist's
major gift to the Congress of

"TOAD
THE MIME"

March 10, 19 81

SUPPORT THE
SUPER DANCE

MARCH 1, 1981
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to be professional journalists without imperfection.
The paper is used as a learning instrument for those who
are interested in journalism as well as an informative
paper
for the college. I would be the first to admit The
Editor's Note: This week's editorial space Is being
Rotunda
needs improvement in areas. Nevertheless,
used In defense of the student newspaper.
generalization about the total paper being poor does not
To the Editor:
reflect much consideration on your part.
The 1981 Art Department Faculty Exhibit was on
By the way, promo material was not sent condisplay in the Lancaster Library Gallery from January cerning the show. We try to cover every department's
16 to February 22. During that time, no announcement activities. However, if specific coverage is desired,
or review of it appeared in The Rotunda. If it had not information could be sent to us.
been for the unfortunate theft of jewelry from the
Your totally UDC?fllled-for accusation of illiteracy
gallery, the show would have been ignored by this
was another impulsive generalization. I would like to
newspaper. Now, two days after the exhibition has take this opportunity to defend those just beginning with
closed, an "obituary" announcement of this fact has journalistic writing, as all of us students involved are..
appeared in your February 24 issue. The show is over. It Your apparent lack of tolerance for another's mistakes
is yesterday's news.
:is ironic since you are a teacher. As editor, I appreciate
It is a shame The Rotunda failed to fulfill its any student who would spend voluntary time to write a
responsibility to report this important campus event.
story for everyone else's be,nefit.
The Longwood art department faculty is composed of
Lastly, Mr. Edmonson, if reading The Rotunda is an
professional artists who regularly exhibit their work in excruciating exercise, please do not consider it as a
local, regional, and national exhibitions. The annual personal burden - do not bother. If finding the
faculty show provides a unique opportunity for the misspelled words and detecting all the English flaws is
Longwood community to experience a wide variety of your main interest, you missed the point to begin with.
a_rtistic thought and expression.
The art department is a respected, contributing
When the show finally was mentioned in your department on campus, yet some of its staff apparently
columns, names of exhibi.t ors- were mutilated and lacks even rudime~tary understanding of the purpose of
simple words were misspelled. This may have been the an independent Student paper.
result of sloppy typesetting by the printer.Nevertheless,
As far as your last statement ''Surely you can do
it reflects the consistently poor journalistic standards better;" that is something the staff considers and strives
employed by The Rotunda staff. Reading The Rotunda for every week. As a teacher on Longwood Campus, I
is an excruciating exercise. From the fuzzy, off-center- would have expected better from you. If you felt we did
ed photographs to the butchering of the English
not cover a story that you thought was important, that is
language found in any article on any page, The Rotunda your right and you are encouraged to let us know.
offers an amazing array of journalistic bumbling However, a direct attack on the paper and all those
bordering on illiteracy. 'The Rotunda is a college involved, students' as well as teachers, was despicable.
newspaper, yet its staff apparently lacks even
Someday, after studying journalism, we "illiterate"
rudimentary writing skills.
students may make you eat your words.
Surely you can do better.
Sincerely,
. Sincerely,
Jodi A. Kersey, Editor
Randall Edmonson
Instructor, Department of Art

----Editor's Turn
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------Senior Spotlight-
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THE ROTUNDA
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WUTA Survey Results
By JODI KERSEY
The Great WUTA survey is
over. The survey was distributed
during lunch last Thursday,
February 26, 1981 to poll the likes
and dislikes of the college
campus.
Surveys were filled out by 319
students out of the estimated 1200
students that eat lunch. Dr.
Patton Lockwood, advisor for the
broadcastitJ.0
station, was
disappointed with the number of
surveys returned even though the
analysis
concluded
being
statistically accurate. Dr.
Lockwood said "the limited
response was probably due to
inadequate publicity and the lack
of experience of the students in
the class to deal with unforseen
complications."
This survey is one type of
survey that is necessary before a

BYNEil.SAWYER
.
February ~28, the Longwood
Players and the Department of
Speech and Dramatic Arts
presented The Rlmers of
Eldritcht a two-act play by
Lanford Wilson.
The play was an attempt to
deal with "appearance versus
reality" - a particular society's
inability to deal with the reality
of right and wrong.
Visually, the play was visually
segmented into numerous scenes
past and present allowing the
viewer to see effect before cause
which, although often confusing
to the audience, added a certain
element of suspense.
Although the audience may
have been a bit confused, they
were never left bored. The acting
in general was stimulating with
particularly
shining
performances given by several
actors. Veteran actor Frank
Creasy, who played Skelly the
town scape-goat, met the
challenges
of
a
toqgh
characterization with great skill.
Kerry McCarthy who portrayed
Cora, another out cast, acted with
a sharp-edged confidence which
transcended any of Kerry's past
work seen on Jarman stage.
Freshman
Myra
Pierson
continued to show great potential
in her role of Eva. What Myra
lacks in control should be easily

SammlH')' of 1be Wtrl'A Sarvey aecordblC to popalartty.

lfnln!IIV llke
station finalizes program
16S
scheduling. Conclusions can be 80 'S ROCK
made from the survey outcome TOP 4 o
145
concerning how much of any CAMPUS NEWS
146
program is broadcast and when it
129
should be used.
LANCER SPORTS
CONCERT CONNECT 111
~r. LockW:ood also added ~ t SPORTS NEWS
96
this sw:v~Y IS only one ~actor m SOUL
102
ietenrurung programming and
79
the results of the survey will STATE NEWS
75
not eliminate any category. The WORLD NEWS
Federal
Communications GR EEK NEWS
86
Commissi?n (FCC) req~ires j 7 o, s ROCK
75
programming to be responsive to ·, DA IL y BULLETIN
69
·the needs of the entire listening
·
9S
audience which includes the town l.ECTtJR ES
74
of Farmville. Therefore, WUTA ' NATIONALL NEWS
is no~ just~ college_ s~tion, but a BLUE GR ASS
75
p~blic sta~o~. A similar ~urvey FA c , LI VE MU s I c 56
will be distnbuted soon m the
63
community. Another survey will SKI REPORTS
60
be distributed on the college INTERVIEWS
campus next fall.
BLUES
67

Rimers Review
conquered through the acting
experience of (hopefully) many
future Player Productions.
Also worth noting was Karla
Wilson, a veteran actress with
phenominal stage presence and
Daug Blevins who has shown
remarkable improvement.
Several actors, however, did
not contribute to the overall unity
of the play but stiffness and
characterization problems could
have been overcome with tighter
castings.
Aside from the actors,one of the
real work horses in Rim.en
was the technical crew and
particularly the light crew
headed by Jeff Sledjeski and
Nina Leffue. With constant light
changes throughout the play the
light crew held enormous
responsibility. A wrong cue could
not have been disguised. Mr.
Sledjeski and Ms. Leffue
controlled their operation
extremely well leaving the actors
to make or break the play.
Rlmers of Eldrltch also
owes much of its success to
Richard Gamble, lighting and set
design and to Kathy Gamble, who
worked costuming.
Altogether, Rlmers of Eldrltch was a
refreshing
production and one of the best
plays presented in the past few
years.
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-336
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Movie Review
By JOE JOHNSON
Oh, alas, unrequitted love, the
scourge of mankind since John
Donne took pen in hand, has
struck my heart. And the object
of my outrageously unattainable
affections? WeU.!!he is none other
than Goldie Ha~, Uiat blonde
haired, baby blu~y~, bubble
headed star and executiveproducer of "Private Benjamin".
You remember Goldie, she's
that dumb blonde who used to get
painted up, slip into a bikini and
giggle a lot on " Laugh-In". She is
also the dizzy delight that Chevy
Chase tries to win over in " Foul

Play." Right now Mrs. Hawn is
busy helping Warner Brothers
collect a little over 61 million
dollars for " Private Benjamin."
(Not bad for a dumb blonde).
In the movie Judy Benjamin
(Goldie
Hawn)
is
an
overprotected Jewish girl who
desires nothing more from life
than 1) Husband 2) house 3)
clothes 4) closet space (not
necessarily in that order). She
manages to find something close
to that, but on her homeymoon
night her newlywed croaks in her
anns amidst passionate groans.
Overcome by grief, she does

the only sensible thing and joins
the Anny. Once she realizes that
this particular Army doesn't
have private rooms and condos,
she politely tells her captain that
there's been a mistake. Needless
to say there has been a mistake
and Private Benjamin is the one
who has made it.
Boot camp is a naturally funny
subject but Goldie adds a touch of
special humour to it. How many
people can find the lighter side to
cleaning latrines with a
toothbrush or doing push-ups in
an evening gown. Her dainty
(Continued on Page 8)

Alpha Phi Omega Rusi) Soon

human
need,
conducted true? Well, you can have all of
By STEPHEN MOYERS
to enter this exhibit.
exclusively by college students. this for only $20 initiation fee
The exhibit will open March 5
What ls Alpha Phi Omega?
All chapters are encouraged to plus reasonable chapter dues.
with a ceremony and reception
Alpha Phi Omega is a National
beginning at 4 p.m. for Service Fraternity; college develop service projects which Through our emphasis on
participants. Each student whose students gathered together in an will be beneficial to youth, with a service, we stress involvement
special emphasis on leadership with people. Through our openwork is chosen will receive a organization
based
on
certificate from the Virginia Art 'fratemalism and founded on the development, physical membership policy, we accept all
development, and aid to youth
Education Association.
principles of the Boy Scouts of with special needs, including the people as they are. Through our
America. It's purpose is to handicapped. Alpha Phi Omega's strict no hazing policy, we
develop leadership, promote program is directed to 4 areas: emphasize human dignity.
Now is your chance to get
friendship, and provide service to
campus, community, youth, involved, join in on all of the fun,
humanity. By doing so, its aim is
nation, and members.
and formulate lasting fraternal
to further the freedom which is
With all of the information thus
Rush
begins
our national, educational, and far concerning service, don't get friendships.
Monday, March 9, at 7·p.m. in the
intellectual heritage.
us wrong and take us to be work- Honors Council Room. For more
Who Can Join?
a-holics. We have our share of
Any student duly enrolled on social "let your hair down" information, clrop a note in Box
931 with your name, Box no. and
the campus where a chapter activities.
local phone number.
exists, who joins with the
Does this sound too good to be
chapter's members in their
service projects, accepts the
principles of Scouting on which
the fraternity's ideals are based,
'
and meets the standards of the
chapter concerns.
Service: Our Middle Name
FARMVILLE. 1/IRGINIA 23901
As a
national service
m .31s1
fraternity, Alpha Phi Omega is
Photo i,y .,oc1y 01111ert
the only national fraternity with
From left, back row: Erica Heinemann, 7th grade, Barbara 1se~ce as ~ts Primal'}'. ~io!},
OUR NEW MOTTO
Marsh 5th grade Mac Ellett 7th grade Andy Carwile 7th grade. IWhile there IS a g~t diversity m
"It'll
be
fun
to serve you better in '81"
,
,
t
,
t
the types of service programs
Front row: Michael Marsht 5th grade, Holly Yancey, 4th gradet Beth •conducted from chapter to
AS A STARTER, WE'RE STAYING OPEN UNTIL 5:30
Gilkeson, 4th grade, Watkins Hamlet, 4th grade, Todd Waters, 4th I chapter, they all serve to make
gradet and Burke Ellettt 4th grade.
up a great national ministry ~

Ten children have been
selected from the Wynne Campus
School to enter their art work in
the annual Youth Art Month
Exhibit at the F & M center in
Richmond. The children are from
grades 4-7 and were chosen by
Mrs. Jacqueline Wall, Art
Director for the Campus School

I 1·.

•

C-A-R-T-E-R-S
flower shop
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SPORTS
Training For The Minithon
start jarring them. You should
also repeat the stretching at the
Time is running short to get in end of the run.
Start jogging slowly for a few
shaJ:ie for the Fourth Annual
Longwood Minithon. The 6.2 (10 hundred yards, then walk a
KM) mile race from Hampden- while. Repeat this until you've
Sydney to Longwood will be held gone a half a mile or so. Get a
on April 11th starting at 10:00 friend to join you because the
a.m. Registration fonns will be first few weeks of getting back
into shape can be the most
ready in a couple of weeks.
Here is some general advice for difficult and a friend can share
the beginning runner or anyone your misery. If you can carry on
who has not been very active for a conversation while jogging then
the past few months. If you have you know you're supplying
any doubts at all about your enough oxygen to meet the body
health then first get a good demands. If you can't talk and
physical examination. Before you you start to become breathless,
start running do some easy they you are building up an
stretching, especially the back of oxygen debt that you will have to
the legs. It's less of a shock on repay by slowing down or
your tendons and muscles to stopping. You'll find that hills
slowly stretch them before you will put you into oxygen debt if
By DR. GERAID P. GRAHAM

Lancers Open
Baseball Season
From SPOR,TS INFO

Longwood's 1981 baseball
season kicked off Friday for
two games at Guilford (NC), will
continue at NC Wesleyan
Saturday and opens at home
Monday (Va. Wesleyan).
Despite a rugged 41-game
schedule which includes 10
contests with Division I foes,
Longwood's baseball 9utlook for
1981 is bright with the main
ingredients from last year's 19-11
squad returning. The Lancers
ranked eighth among NCAA
Division III teams in batting
(.334), third in runs scored per
game (9.1) and stole a whopping
163 bases a year ago. Longwood is
competing in NCAA Division II
this season.
Longwood coach Buddy
Bolding predicts another winning
season even with Virginia Tech,
Virginia, Duke, Georgetown,
Colgate and Virginia Military
Institute on the slate. The
Lancers proved a year ago with a
13-12 win over Virginia and
narrow losses to other Division I
foes that they can compete with
the "big boys."
"This year's schedule both
excites and scares me," said
Bolding. "I feel confident in our
potential to become one of the
stronger Division II teams in the
Mid-Atlantic Region. This squad
is the most dedicated group I've
ever led, and playing our 'sure
out defense' and 'pressure
offense,' I expect us to win 20-plus
games as well as collect some
wins over our Division I foes."
Bolding, who guided Longwood
to its second consecutive winning
season last year after the team
had gone 0-13 the year before his
arrival, has six starters plus his
top three pitchers coming back
from 1980. Reinforced by the
addition of several talented
newcomers and a successful fall
exhibition season, Longwood
should be ready for another
productive campaign.
Heading up the 1981 Lancer
squad will be the returning
starting outfield: Jim Thacker
( right field), John Crosby
(center) and Bruce Morgan
(left), who stole 100 bases
between them last season.
Returning in the infield are:

Chuck Hagar (third base), David
Humburg (second base) and 1980
All-American catcher Doug
Toombs. Returning hurlers
David Mitchell, Mickey Roberts
and Richard Vaught, who won 15
games between them in 1980, will
comprise the nucleus of an
improved pitching staff.
Among
the
promising
newcomers expected to battle for
starting roles are: freshmen
Sonny Bolton (shortstop) and
John Sullivan (second base) and
juniors Ron Jones (first base),
Donnie Mowbray (pitcher) and
Don Cahoon (pitcher).
Toombs and Crosby had
sensational seasons a year ago,
leading the nation on all levels in
batting and base-stealing.
Toombs ra..:ked opposing pitching
for a tops-in-the nation .565
average while Crosby stole 62
bases in 68 attempts, averaging
2.14 steals per game, the second
best figure in NCAA baseball
history on any level.
Thacker also had a big year in
1980, batting .360 and stealing 15
bases while batting behind
Crosby in the lineup. The Lancer
rightfielder's skills at the plate
were of considerable help to
Crosby in his base-stealing
efforts.
Senior Barry Gordon, who
drove in 32 runs and clouted five
homers last season, is back to
give Longwood a potent bat in the
designated hitter position.
Coach Bolding expects his
main starting pitchers to be
Mitchell, Vaught, Roberts and
Mowbray. Leading the relief
corps should be
junior
newcomers Cahoon, Bill Catron
and senior Tim Lowery, who .
played infield last season. Other
Lancers who are expected to
make important contributions in
19111 are veterans Tim Kendrick
( tcher), Denny Ulrey (infield),
E1.adie Brunette (outfield), Rusty
Bowlin (outfield) and Duayne
Kendrick (outfield).
Bolding's team should be more
seasoned for the 1981 campaign
and with the addition of a new.
baseball park complete with
dugouts, stands and electric
scoreboard plus an attractive
schedule, Longwood could be in
for its most successful and
exciting season ever.

you ascend them too fast. After a
few weeks you can gradually
overload your system (run
harder) to increase your ability
to supply oxygen to your muscles
and to tolerate higher oxygen
debts. Don't run more than four
days a week at first. The
inbetween days will give your
body tissues a chance to repair
from the unusual activity you
have exposed them to. After the
healing, the tissue will be
stronger than before.
You are better off working on
distance at first rather than
speed. Try and increase at least a
half a mile per week. This may
not put you at six miles by April
11th, but if you can make four or
five miles by the week before the
race the spectators will inspire
you to make six the day of the
race.
The Route from HampdenSydney to Longwood is actually
an easy route. The elevation of
Hampden-Sydney is higher than
that of Longwood; therefore, the
route is mostly downhill. The
hardest part of the run comes
about a mile from the finish with
a long uphill grade, then downhill
to the finish line in front of
Lancaster Library. So get in
shape and join the fun. The only
thing you have to lose is fat.

Lady Lancers
Ready For State
By KAY SCHMIDT

Longwood's
women's
basketball team (12-15) which
has won its past two ·games
against Richmond and RandolphMacon at Ashland, will travel to
Virginia Commonwealth
Tuesday in the first round of the
VAIA W Division II State
Tournament.
The Lady Lancers must defeat
the Rams, 11-11, to advance to the
tournament semi-finals which
will be held at Longwood Friday
night. Three other tournament
games played Tuesday will help
determine who will meet in the
tournament semi-finals.
The Lady Lancers defeated
Richmond, ~3 last Tuesday for
a sixth place finish (6-8) in
conference play. Longwood, who
shot 58.5 per cent from the floor,
led the Lady Spiders S0-31 at
halftime. The Lady Lancers were

led by Brenda Fettrow with
points, Cindy Eckel with 18 a
Robin Hungate with 17.
Thursday Longwood ended
regular season with a 65
victory over Randolph-Mac,
Cindy Eckel was high scorer w
16 points, while Robin Hungi
added 12. Hungate, who was
from the line, now holds 1
school record for m,
consecutive free throws nu:
(24). She has not missed from 1
free thrpw line in sev
consecutive games.
In
VAIAW
conferen
standings, Longwood leads
team defense, holding oppone:
to only 65.2 points per game. 1
Lady Lancers also stand third
free throw percentage (62.4).
individual statistics Cindy Ee'.
ranks fifth in scoring (15.6 pp
Hungate seventh in free thr
percentage (74.5) and Fettr
ninth in assists (2.4).

Player Of
The Week
From SPORTS INFO
Standout junior forward Kenny
Ford, who was named an AllAmerican last season in NCAA
Div. III, has added his name to
the Longwood record book one
more time. Friday, Feb. 20, the 62 cager scored 11 points in a 64-47
triumph over Radford, giving
him 1,001 career points.
Ford, the first male cager in
Longwood history to score 1,000
points, has been named
Longwood College Player of the
Week and McDonald's Player of

the Week for the period February
20-27. The Longwood player of the
week award is selected by the
Sports Information Office while
the McDonald's award is chosen
by the Lancer basketball
coaches.
A key factor in Longwood
winning its last five regular
season contests, Ford scored 28
points and made 16 of 17 free
throws in a 95-77 win over Div. I
Howard February 21 and scored
Cindy Eckel, the 5th leading scorer in VAIAW Div. ll, shoo1
11 points in a 99-71 triumph over
North Carolina Central last earlier action.
Monday. The Lancers finished
the regular season 19-9.
"Kenny is a great competitor,"
said Longwood assistant coach
Martin Schoepfer in nominating
Ford for the award. "We had to
win those last two games and he
led us. He played practically
flawless against Howard."
Ford, who holds several school
records, both season, game and
CHI Supports
career, has added new life to the
Longwood attack with his
Spring Sports:
scoring, free throw shooting,
rebounding and cool play under
pressure. Voted umgwood Male
baseball, golf,
Athlete of the Year for 1979-80,
lacrosse, softball.
Ford set a record for free throw
and tennis
percentage for a season this year
with an 81.7 mark.
Kenny is the son of Mr. James
Good Luck Athletes!
Ford of Blacksburg, S. C.
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2nd In State
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SPORTS

tie for second in vaulting (8.6), a
second place in bars (8.4) and a
sixth place in floor exercise (7.7).
Longwood coach Ruth Budd
pointed out that her team topped
the other Div. II competitors,
Radford and William & Mary,
losing only to Div. I James
Madison.
"We are more concerned with
how we do in the regional meet at
Western Carolina," said Budd.
"If we win the regional, we'll
From Sports Info
cumstances.
qualify for nationals in Div. II."
Longwood's men's basketball
"Providing we get some help
AIA W Region 2 regional team closed out its season with a from our recruiting, we should
competition will be held March 99-71 triumph over North have a very strong team next
13-14 at Western Carolina Carolina Central last Monday, season," continued the coach.
University in Cullowhee, North ringing up five straight wins at "Our players got a taste of how
Carolina. The AIAW Div. II the end and a 19-9 record in its good they can be the past few
Gymnastics Nationals are set for first season in NCAA Division II. weeks. They know now how far
April 3-4 at William & Mary.
"We had an outstanding year, hard work can take them."
considering how tough our
Longwood will be upgrading its
schedule was," said head coach schedule once again with the
Final Men's Baske·t ball Stats
Ron Bash. "Playing 18 games on addition of Div. I foes Virginia
the road with some extensive Tech, Navy and Rider to next
lecord: l 9-9
Win St.ruk (5-)
travel took its toll on us, but we year's slate.
TY.AN AXD DIDIVIDUAL STATISTICS (28 •-•>
came on strong at the end and RECORDS, RECORDS,
Ph1er
C rc-rCA PCT. n--n-A PCT. llU AYC F·D AST TO PTS AYC
that bodes well for next season." RECORDS
Longwood will have its entire
Jerome Kersey, Kenny Ford
J•roae hne1
2a •1.u-m•.629 78-133 ,586 249* 8,9 83-4 30 63 472 16.9
starting
lineup
and
seven
of
its
(SHELBY,
NC), Mike McCroey
ten Orr
l7 ll7·199 ,588 93-136 •,684 151 5,6 82-2 13 59 327 12.l
top eight cagers back next - (MD) and Joe Remar all set new
tuke Kc:Cr04-y
28 110-214 .514 86-114 • 754 52 1.9 88-7 78 63 306 10.9
season. Bash who had hoped his school records during the past
Joe leaar
28 ll3-229 ,493 75-136 ,551 10 2,5 76-3 ill* 97 301 10.8
team might receive a bid to this campaign. Kersey established
year's NCAA playoffs, flatly marks for rebounds in a game
lemly Ford
19
59-127 ,465 58-71
.:.!!1.* 66 3,5 37-1 32 39 176 9,l
predicts the Lancers will be a (19) and season (249), field goals
1bc:aa• Alatoo
28
66-134 .493 44-60
• 73] 82 2.9 59--0 24 54 176
6.3
tournament team next season, attempted (313) and made (197)
Jta Sb•tth
27
25-64 ,390 66-82
.805 40 1.5 52-1 55 55 116
4.3
barring
unforeseen
cir- and blocked shots (32); Ford set

From Sports Info
Paced by a third place allaround finish from freshman
Monica Chandler, Longwood's
gymnastics team placed second
in the VAIAW State Gymnastics
Meet at James Madison Sunday.
JMU took first with a 129.65 while
Longwood compiled a 125.80.
Chandler scored a 32.3 in allaround on the strength of third
place finishes in bars (8.2) and
floor exercise (7.9) and a tie for
fifth in vaulting (8.45). Junior
Kathy ldelson was fourth in allaround with a 32.05 and
sophomore Sharon Pillow was
fifth with a 31.65.
ldelson gained a sixth in beam
(8.1) and a fourth in floor
exercise (7.85) while Pillow had a

Men's Basketball
Finishes 19-9
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Lacrosse Season Begins

By CINDY DROPF.SKI
The 1981 Women's lacrosse
21
34-81 .420 10-18
.556 74 J.S 35-1
5 19
78
3. 7
team has been in training for
Lonavoo,d Total•
28 779-1488 .524 556-837 .664 1015 36.l 590•20 399 506 2114 75,5
their season since January. The
Opponent Tot.ah
28 728-1600 .455 354-551 .642 833 29.8 659-32 384 505 1810 64.6
team is anxiously awaiting their
TEAK U!OUICDS (locluded la totab) - Longwood 124, Opponenu 78,
first game on March 14 against
Piedmont Club.
DUD w.L &E:IOUNDS (Rot ta.clud4t.d ID. totde) - Longwood 113, Oppon•nta 98,
Many people are unfamiliar
SffALS - tCcCtoe::, !!*,leuey 61, Rftlar 50. St.xntth 39, Al.con 31, Potd 26, Orr 19,
IA.• 4, Tunier 4, Vdler 4. Jenk.1.n• 4, Johneon 5, 0th.era 16, Longwood JS2, Oppouuu 190~
with the sport lacrosse. There are
twelve people on the field. The
BLOCUl> SB.ors• ~rae:, E*.Ford 4, Silr:•ith 2, 11c:Croey J, Reeat J, Orr J, Othau 2~
Loopood 44, Opponent■ 85.
strategy is similar to basketball
•lftdlcatee ecbool record tot auaoaal pe.rfon.ance.
with the offense using pivots,
rolls and "give and goes." The
individuals playing must be in top
condition because there are no
boundaries therefore it demands
a lot of running. First Ave. field
provides an excellent playing
field for the Lady Lancers. The
equipment consists of a stick
120 THIRD ST .. FARMVILLE, VA. , 392 -6410
(cross), ball (which is similar to
a "super-ball"), and a
mouthguard. Even though the
HEADED FOR FLORIDA OVER SPRING BREAK?
mouthguard is disliked by all the
NEED SHORTS?
players it is needed because of
the danger involved of being hit
DICKIE CORDUROYS
in the mouth with the cross. The
$10.99
game is played mostly in the air
which makes it a very fast
GYM SHORTS
moving sport. The skill of the
player in catching and throwing
$5.49
the ball also determines the
speed of the game.
CAMOUFLAGE SHORTS
The team is looking good
$4.50
despite the loss of Teri Davis,
Julie Dayton, Kim Garber and
REGULAR DICKIE SHORTS
Sherry
Will because of student
$11.99
teaching this semester. The team
is also missing other experienced
\
.
players due to schedule conflicts.
_
.......>---..-·----- The returning players are: M.
Milne, C. Dropeski, M. King, S.
Payne, K. Schmidt, D. Cosby, K.
Fuhr, P. Putney, M. Allmen, B.
Casey, D. Snader, C. Mayer, J.
Jacobs, K. Wood, J. Johnson, S.
Gallop, L. Rice, J. Wakelyn, K.
Klebert, S. Melvin, and L.
Garber. The first year players
are showing much improvement
in the short period of time they
have been practicing. The
confidence and potential of the
.Po
players
while
practicing
~~❖
Mon.-Thur. "Toi 10 PM. Fri. I Sot. 'Til Midnight ~. . ~~
promises to produce a successful
l(M HIGH ST"EET
392-58M
season.
Since the experience of many
players is only that of one year,
- Now Open Sundays 1 'til 9 Coach Jane Miller believes the
IUtcll Walker
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change in divisions will provide a
more successful season. The
lacrosse schedule has been
reorganized to Division III play.
The change in divisions doesn't
reflect the previous years play
because the lacrosse team has
gone to Nationals for the last two
years. Coach Miller's enthusiasm
has enhanced the spirit of the
team for their coming season.
Ms. Miller, once a player of the
U.S. Lacrosse Team, has many
new ideas which makes practice
fun and interesting.
If you are a person who likes
excitement, attend the lacrosse
team's first game on First Ave.
field at 1 p.m. on March 14.
Support your Lady Lancers! ! !

records for career points (1,040)
and free throw percentage in a
season (81.7) while McCroey had
a record 89 steals and Remar a
season mark for assists (145).

I
A
A
By PAM UPDIKE
The top teams in Co-ed
Volleyball are: TM II, Pot Luck,
Boinkers, Crusty's Plus Five,
Hound Dogs, Blue jays, Spikers,
and The Gang.
The Superstars Competition is
coming soon! This is a
competition by individuals in 6-3
events culminating in an obstacle
course. Such events as bowling,
swimming, 60-yd. dash, weight
:.ifting, 880-yard run, badmitton,
high jump and softball throw, will
be included. There has been some
hesitancy in the past to enter this
event because of the number of
different events. Interested
persons should check the IAA
showcase for last year's times
and distances. Entry blanks for
this event will be available
March 6-10 (due by March 10)
and the participants meeting is
on March 11 at 6:30 in the IAA
room.
Innertube Water Polo Entry
Blanks are due March 11, the
. participants meeting is on March
12 with play beginning on
Monday, March 16.

I

-

PERINI PIZZA

"•~~..tc-.,(r

"'<+ ;.-.

This years IAA Men's Tenms Champs - 1st - John
Todd, 2nd· Kenny Llepertz, 3rd - Jeff Wall.
FRATERNITY & SORORITY STA TIONARY .
MUGS & DECALS.

LANSCOTT GIFT
SHOP
408 High Street Farmville, Va.
Open Mon.-Sat., 9 am,Spm
CLOSED WEDNESDAY MORNING
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Geist Thanks
To all Students, Faculty,

Staff, and Administration:
The 1981 Bloodmobile was a
success and all because of YOU!

"Jewel Heist," Feb. 17 issue of
the Rotunda, Sigma Phi Epsilon
would like to emphasu.e that they
were not involved in the jewel
theft. The envelope containing
the jewels was mistakenly placed
in Jeff Houser's box. Jeff acted in
full accordance with the Honor
Code the entire time he had
possession of the jewels.
We feel the Rotunda owes Jeff,
and Sigma Phi Epsilon, an
apology for this incriminating
article.
Sincerely,
John H. Murry, m

Your efforts, time, and donations
were appreciated. We could not
have done anything without you.
Your gifts of volunteer time and
blood have such far-reaching
effects. Because of your efforts,
you may have saved someone's
life.
Geist thanks each and every
one of you for your gifts. We
would especially like to thank
ARA Slater, the Pepsi Company, EDITOR'S NOTE
Carter's Flower Shop, the nurses Dear Mr. Murray:
and student nurses who took care
The Rotunda stated the facts
of our donors, all the volunteer concerning the final return of the
workers, and our sponsors, Miss jewelry. We did not Imply that
Swann and Mrs. Shelton. But our Jeff Houser or Sigma Phi Epsilon
biggest thanks and love go to the was involved in any way in the
donors for their gifts of life.
theft. We did, however,
I would like to give personal accurately report the confusion
thanks to my fellow Geist surrounding the jewelry return.
members for their work and Therefore, I do not feel an
efforts. We did it, you guys!
apology is necessary or in order.
In the Blue,
Sincerely
Brenda Coleman
Jodi Kersey
Chairman, Geist Bloodmobile

Be A Colleague
Freshmen Looking back on your first
weeks at Longwood, you should
remember the confusion you felt
as a new student. Colleagues
attempt to relieve this anxiety
with the Orientation program.
Now is the time for you to take
the opportunity of becoming a
colleague yourself.
Look on the Red & White Board
in the New Smoker for details. All
index cards are due Wednesday,
March 4. Colleague Tapping is
Thursday, March 5, at 7 p.m. in
the Gold Room.
Best of Luck to you all,
1980 Colleagues

Apology Wanted
Dear Editor:
In regards to the article on the

Erosion
(Continued from Page 1)
and Bulb Company of Julian,
N.C. Gilmore has been back to
patch up tlu! hill four or five times
since October. None of the
patching has done any good and
Gilmore is supposed to come
back to sod the hill sometime
around the first of March. By the
time of this publication we will
know if this is done.
Until Finney, in his capacity,
reports to the contractor (Guest)
that the hill is completely seeded
and germinated without erosion
can the contractor be released as
liable.
If the courts were to crack,
Guest would be incurred for any
damages resulting. But the
chances of the courts actually
cracking are slim. Finney thinks
it is i~possible. Baukley Courts
of
Winston-Salem,
N.C.
constructed the courts·, such as

indicated in the (liagram, to
prevent any movement or
settling to promote cracking. A
layer of compressed gravel is
first put down into a concrete
beam encasing the underground
foundation. Then a layer of
asphalt is placed and on top of
that another compressed layer of
asphalt. Then a laykold playing
surface is placed on top.
In order for the courts to crack
at least 16 inches of erosion would
have to take place. The concrete
beam is 16 inches. If the gravel
were to give way to the erosion
then the courts could crack,
stated Karl Noerre of Romeo
Guest.
But the Longwood Physical
Plant wouldn't allow that much
erosion to take place before they
would directly intervene. Ike
Finney does not know if Gilmore
is going to definitely put sod on
the e111bankment but he believes
if they do there won't be any
problem. The tennis courts above
the hockey field are constructed
similarly, and, "Look at those,
the hill is steeper than the one
over there (at Lancer Hall) and
we don't have any problem," said
Finney.
The spring rains will tell us for
sure. Only time can tell.

tearing up red bikini underwear.
( and if you don't understand that,
don't blame me...you should have
seen the movie)
"Private Benjamin", besides
being a delicious rib tickler,
manages to portray a sheltered
girl blossoming into independent
womanho9(1 without making you
nauseous. And that's incredible... but then, so is Goldie.

Senior Spotlight
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(Continued from Page 4)
e ,-LWAYSMORE
complaints, Sherry said she only
VALUABLE?
had one. "The Student Activity
Fees Committee. They are not
A. Not always. A smaller
elected, therefore, how can they
atone of finer color and more
say they represent the student
precise cutting - to show the
body in money allocation. The
fire-can be considerably
committee doesn't petition the
more "aluable than a larger
student body to see where the
gem of Jess quality. Cutting,
money should go."
color, clarity and carat weight
"Furthermore, they try to tell
are all important factors. As
an organization, specifically the
a member of the American
IAA, how they should spend their
Gem Society, we'll help you
money. The IAA now cannot buy
strike the right balance. AGS
our T-shirts. We have been told
afflliation is awarded only to
that in order to give T-shirts, we
those jewelers who qualify on
have to charge students to
the
basis of gemological
participate in IAA events that
knowledge and high ethical
have already been technically
standards. Come in soon and
paid for through their student
let us explain the "Four C's"
activity fees. Confusing, isn't it?"
of diamond value to you.
"We have more participation in
IAA than any other group on
MEMBER AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY
campus; yet we get less money
Helms
than all other state schools in this
MARTIN
area-less than one dollar per
(Continued from Page 2)
THE JEWELER
student is given to IAA. It is
FARMVILLE. VA.
Farley, Herb Bateman and something to think about."
Nathan Miller. Dick Davis, . ,.
. -'!"""~~~~~
- ----------------.
former chairman of the
Democratic Party, will also be
OFFICI: SUPPLY
running for the position.
Dr. Helms also mentioned the
two men campaigning for the
392-5485
position of Attorney General,
Gerald Baliles and Wyatt
11l5 NORTH MAIN ST.
Durrette.
FARMVILLE, VA. 23901

Movie Review

@

• OJl'l'lCE S0PPLIE8
OFFICE MACHINES
t'• OFFICE
FURNITURE

(Continued from Page 5)
clwnsiness makes you wonder if
she'll ever climb those obstacles
or learn rifle maneuvers without
killing
someone
(namely
herself).
She does better than just
survive bootcamp, however.
During war games, her squad
manages to capture the entire
enemy team by getting lost and

PHYSICS, COMPUTER, MATH &
BUSINESS MAJORS

WINDSOR NEWTON WATER COLORS
AVAILABLE NOW Sl.10 I'll TUii.

For All Your Floral Needs

ROCHETTE'S FLORIST
PHONE 392-4154

•

~!T'¥J~
COLLEGE PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
FARMVILLE. VA 23901

(804) 392.904,
I

Make A Personal Badge Or Butfon For
You Or A Friend
ATTENTION SORORITIES & FRATERNITIES!
Monogramming Available For Napkins. Cords. Etc.

St. Patrick's Party Goods & Cards In Stock.

Interested in challenging & rewording civil service career at a
technological center that offers rapid advancement, competitive
pay,

professional

development,

campus

atmosphere

&

I

free

parking?

THE
MEET BOB BROOKE OF THE MOBILITY EQUIPMENT RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT COMMAND IN THE OFFICE OF CAREER PLANNING &
PLACEMENT ON MARCH 4TH.

ltAiR sllAFT
" HAIRSTYLING FOR YOU"

DEBBIE FRANCIS
KATHY WAYCASTER, DALE OWNBY
LINDA "Jill" DUNEVANT

HOURS:

Merodcom, an equal opportunity employer located just 15 miles
sout~ of the Nation's Capital, conducts a

widely diversified

program in counterbarrier, countersurveillance, energy, environmental, supply distribution & construction equipment systems.

. . . . . . 9 AM · 8 PM
Mo11 & Tues.
.......... 9AM · 6PM
Wed -Fri

~or

. . 9AM · 3 PM

CALL 392-5685
Conveniently Located In The
Farmville Shopping Center

